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the experiment



introduction

^ dump 

this much 

trash at 

the curb?





the problem

“Home is where the heart is”

How can I make people realize 

how much trash they produce?



inspirations

Containment problem: People move their 

garbage bags to garbage cans, which are 

then picked up by garbage trucks. At this 

point the average consumer considers the 

garbage to have permanently disappeared. 



precedents



precedents

Not the most sophisticated, but 
still sustainable practices. Creating 
a sustainable home does not mean 
every room needs to be high-tech. 
Let’s go back to the basics…



“closed loop” logic

“In a closed ecological 

system, any waste products 

produced by one species 

must be used by at least one 

other species”

so, if the waste produced has 

no other use, it is here to stay



methodology

I could google statistics for how 

many people don’t recycle and still 

use high-wattage light bulbs in their 

households and spit out a bunch of 

digits >>

What do these digits really say? Do 

we understand their behavior now? 

Not really. So does this help my 

design process? Not really…

Experiential or clinical design 

research?



“closed loop” experiment
Rule 1:  Take in the trash

never take out the trash

Rule 2:  Waste = food
compost all food waste

Rule 3:  Recycle
always separate and recycle

Rule 4:  Repurpose
try to re-use before recycle

(Keeping garbage out of landfills… 

and in my room.)

(This will force me to separate my 

waste so that the organic waste can 

supplement the earth.)

(Encourage me to buy recyclables, 

but still see the materials 

accumulating.)

(Add sentiment/value to a normally 

disposable item)



compost system



intentions of artwork 



initial results



initial results







the website
[theclosedloop.org]







website videos



focus group

location: my klostergården apartment

five participants: non-design majors

duration: about thirty minutes

+ politician and lawmakers

+ designers give consumers harmful 

materials

+ composting is easy!

+ plastic grocery bags are too cheap

+ why is packaging so extensive?

+ consumers ARE at fault too
.



primary research

Mary Harrington, Atlanta 

Recycling Coordinator

Thanks for calling our attention to the 

typo – we’ll get that corrected right 

away…

… initiatives have been slowed (but not 

stopped) due to budget cuts and the 

current low value of recyclables. We 

are also supporting efforts divert food 

residuals from the waste stream to 

composting and conversion of fats, 

oils, and greases to bio-fuel.

bins clearly marked 
“RECYLING”



IDEO interview

Briefly interviewed an employee of IDEO, Leif Huff

Have you ever refused to work on a design project?
+ moral disagreement as well (ex- tobacco industry, 

military, etc)
+ only design products that will have a positive impact 

on the world
+ tries to guide clients in a sustainable direction, but not 

always the outcome



designer feedback

[innovation vs. excess]

“...It’s censorship to say 

something shouldn’t exist 

because it seems silly, and 

not worth the materials, 

labor and energy it takes to 

produce.” 

/ G. Smith, Art Institute of Chicago

.





branding the “closed loop” 



“closed loop” the company?



the results



artwork no more



artwork no more



experiment hardships



experiment hardships
product paranoia

every time I pick up a 

product will I have to 

go through a checklist 

to ensure it is REALLY 
okay for me to use? 



final tally after 4 months

[recyclables]

hard plastic                      11

soft plastic packaging   6

glass products                  6

aluminum products           24

cardboard products          17

paper products                 173

[non-recyclables]

hard plastic                       4

soft plastic packaging   51



recyclables



non-recyclables





two “true trash” bags



the analysis



packaging types in ICA



brainstorming



brainstorming



packaging over time

value is defined as the direct benefit to the consumer



valuable packaging analysis
[packaging that contains information]



valuable packaging analysis
[packaging that outlives a product]



invaluable packaging analysis
[packaging that is unrelated to a product’s use]



“closed loop” experiment

if the value of packaging almost 

never outlives the value of 

product... 

why does the material?



is it possible?



why why why
[push vs. pull]

why do designers even 

consider designing with toxic 

or non-recyclable parts?

“…the brief did not say the 

product had to be 

environmentally friendly”

/ anonymous design student



the future



closed loop team at amerlux



www.theclosedloop.org


